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Testing
Mary Beth Rumley, director of nursing, will lead any testing programs.
She is looking for an addiotional person.
First steps are feasibility of testing teachers and high school students
(HS students are more likely to transmit COVID than younger students
and engage in riskier behaviors).
Ms. Rumley and Andrea Prestwich met with representatives of Ginko,
plan to meet with Mirimus, to work through detailed logistics

Questions from the Google Form:
Elizabeth D Killeen
BPS is fully remote this week. Both the HS and MS followed a remote
schedule during the remote week. Why are the elementary schools
following a hybrid schedule during a full remote week? If it is a remote
week, it should be a remote schedule.
Changing the schedule at short notice was challenging: will do our
best to pivot to a remote schedule if that becomes necessary in the
future.

Questions from the Google Form
Nathaniel Rono:
Although I understand the rationale behind returning students to school as soon
as possible, I am opposed to reopening school in the midst of a COVID surge.
Despite the Governor's claims, there IS evidence of school-based spread
among High School students, in particular. In my opinion, it would be foolish to
rush to reopen schools when this disease is raging in our community, state and
country--particularly on the heels of the holiday travel season. We're so close
to the distribution of a vaccine...let's be prudent and not allow the Governor and
his bully commissioner force us into a rash--and dangerous—decision.
Children’s hospital of Philadelphia: schools can safely re-open with appropriate
mitigation strategies

Questions from the Google Form
Julie Crockett:
Has the SC or Superintendent asked the FTF2 to run a model where
the Schools receive the number of positions outlined in the
Superintendent's Presentation (FY22=689k, FY23=650, FY24=830k)?
I'm concerned that if the School Dept does not ask for what they
need, they have no chance of getting it. Why put forth a proposal that
only includes enough money for a New 7th/8th Principal and
Secretary OR more 7th/8th graders teachers when we absolutely
need both?
Work in progress….

